
2014 Monitoring Report Vienna Correctional Center

Vienna Correctional Center (Vienna) is a minimum-security male facility, located approximately
five hours south of Chicago, adjacent to medium-security Shawnee Correctional Center
(Shawnee). Vienna operates one of the two boot camp programs within the Illinois Department
of Corrections (IDOC), Dixon Springs Impact Incarceration Program (IIP), which is the only
IDOC facility that houses both male and female populations. The first part of this report focuses
on changes and continued challenges since JHA’s 2011 monitoring report for Vienna; the second
part discusses Dixon Springs IIP.1

Vital Statistics
Population: 1,672
Rated Capacity: 685
Average Age: 36
Average Annual cost per inmate (FY13): $18,231
Population by Race: 65% Black, 24% White, 10%
Hispanic
Committing Offense: 14% Class X, 22% Class 1,
31% Class 2, 12% Class 3, and 21% Class 4
felonies.
(Source: IDOC, October 2014)

Key Observations:

 Since JHA’s prior report, Vienna has made some improvements to staffing and physical
plant, although major projects remain ongoing and crowding continues.

 JHA received many of the same complaints regarding Building 19 housing as three years
prior; administrators report continued efforts to address these issues.

 JHA continues to recommend that healthcare be audited by an outside entity to ensure
appropriate treatment and that Illinois reconsider the legislated correctional copay.

 250 inmates who tested at less than a sixth grade level waited to partake in educational
programming at Vienna. Many will leave without opportunity to increase their skills.

 Illinois must invest additional resources in helping inmates make positive changes while
incarcerated, particularly targeting programming appropriate for inmates with short stays.

1 This report is based on monitoring visits to Vienna and Dixon Springs IIP on October 7, 2014, as well as ongoing
communications with inmates, staff, and concerned citizens. IDOC officials and Vienna administrators reviewed and
fact-checked a draft of this report and it was last discussed with JHA on April 10, 2015. No factual substantive
changes have been made since that time prior to publication. All statements of opinions and policy recommendations
herein are JHA’s unless otherwise stated. See JHA’s 2013 publication How JHA’s Prison Monitoring Works,
available at www.thejha.org/method. Inmates may send privileged mail to JHA, P.O. Box 10042, Chicago, IL
60610-0042. Other concerned parties may also reach us by email or phone. Prior JHA reports on this facility are
available at http://thejha.org/vienna.
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 Boot camp represents one of the best cost savings programs available for Illinois and
appears successful. It is a program that could be expanded, particularly for women.
However, as with all IDOC programs, outcomes for boot camp programs must be
objectively evaluated so that Illinois can rationally decide where to invest resources to
maximize returns on investments.

 Illinois must be more proactive in facility maintenance and repair.

2014 Monitoring Report Vienna Correctional Center

Executive Summary

In JHA’s 2011 monitoring report for Vienna we wrote:

Most urgently, Vienna needs the help of the governor and the legislature to enact
legislation and support programs that will safely reduce the state’s prison population,
which has reached almost 50,000 inmates, a record high. In particular, Illinois needs to
find more cost-effective alternatives to incarceration for low-level, non-violent offenders
who have swelled minimum-security prisons like Vienna at great cost and little benefit to
taxpayers. … The Illinois Governor and General Assembly must reduce the prison
population through sentencing reform, enact a safe replacement for Meritorious Good
Time, and provide Vienna and other DOC facilities with funding and staffing needed to
meet the population’s basic medical and mental health needs. If such action is not taken,
it is all but inevitable that this issue will end up being litigated in the courts.

Years later, litigation is pending on all aspects of conditions in Illinois’ prisons, and for
conditions at Vienna itself.2 It now lies with the courts to determine whether the deteriorating
conditions in our underresourced prisons violate constitutional rights and contemporary
standards of decency, and if so, what can and will be done. Taxpayers ultimately will have to pay
for prison improvements. JHA urges more proactive, preemptive, and considered state spending.

At the time of JHA’s October 2014 visit, IDOC’s population held at the same numbers as three
years prior, around 49,000,3 with over 1,600 inmates at Vienna. Recently, Illinois’ new governor
has set a goal to reduce our prison population 25% in ten years.4 Employing alternatives to
incarceration for low-level offenses and expanding use of sentencing credits are just two ways

2 Boyd et al v. Godinez et al, No. 12-cv-00704 (S.D. Ill.). Parties to this litigation were working towards settlement
and the court has extended time to file a proposed consent decree. In other similar litigation regarding prison
housing conditions, where plaintiffs were successful in obtaining relief, courts have ordered improvements to
facility conditions and plaintiff attorneys’ fees may be paid by the state, but individual inmates housed in the areas
would not typically receive financial compensation absent proof of individual harm.
3 As of April 2015, six months after JHA’s visit to Vienna, Illinois’ prison population was closer to 47,800 (almost a
three percent decrease overall in IDOC), and population at Vienna was 1,650.
4 See 2015 Illinois Executive Order 14, available at
https://www.illinois.gov/Government/ExecOrders/Pages/2015_14.aspx.
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that this could begin to be achieved. Vienna is a good example of how restricting sentencing
credits results in immediate population inflation and related detriments.

More than half of Vienna’s population has less than a year left to serve on their sentences, and
80% have less than two years.5 Low-level non-violent offenders, like the majority of inmates at
Vienna, should be the first to be targeted for population reduction efforts. Lack of available
programming means that inmates are not maximally earning possible sentencing credits, which
would result in lowered population.

As discussed in JHA’s prior reports, harsh, crowded, unhygienic prison conditions, manifested in
Vienna’s Building 19, have no demonstrable deterrent effect on recidivism, and, in fact, tend to
undermine both facility safety and community safety when offenders return home.6 While
Vienna administrators compared dorm housing conditions in Building 19 to those in a military
barracks, the analogy ignores that inmates may be confined inside these housing units the
majority of the time and have limited opportunities for outside activity.

During JHA’s 2014 Vienna monitoring visit, an administrator stated that the facility is “100%
better” than at the time of JHA’s visit three years prior. This improvement was mostly attributed
to staffing gains and financial support for physical plant repairs, which were estimated to be
completed in 2016.

Because most Vienna inmates have little time left to serve on their sentences, there is a high rate
of population turnover. The inmates that we spoke with on our 2014 visit complained of largely
the same issues as the inmates that we spoke with in 2011. In addition to physical condition
issues, inmates reported frustration about lack of availability of sentencing credit and work
release to reward model behavior. Staff also continue to express regret that their facility, once a
model program focused on reentry and rehabilitation that inmates worked to earn their way into,
had become an overcrowded warehouse.7

Illinois must today confront the reality of our overcrowded and unproductive prison
environments for individuals convicted of low-level offenses, who present low risk to public
safety, and ask the worth of our continued investment in incarcerating these individuals, rather
than limiting the use of incarceration to inmates who have been assessed and determined to pose
a higher risk of harming others and more resistance to rehabilitation.

5 The amount of time that Vienna inmates had left to serve on their sentences was reported as follows: 54% under a
year; 26% under two years; and 19% under five years. No inmates had more than five years to serve on their
sentences.
6 See e.g. Chen, K., and Shapiro, J. (2007). Do harsher prison conditions reduce recidivism? A discontinuity-based
approach. American Law and Economics Review, 9, 1-29, available at
http://www.anderson.ucla.edu/faculty/keith.chen/papers/Final_ALER07.pdf; Drago, F., Galbiati, R., and Vertova, P.
Prison conditions and recidivism, Discussion Paper, March 2008, available at http://ftp.iza.org/dp3395.pdf.
7 In 1988, Vienna housed 882 inmates, 76% of whom had committing offenses of murder or Class X or 1 felonies,
compared to zero with murder offenses and 36% with Class X or 1 felonies today. Nonetheless, at that time Vienna
was more open and offered many more vocational, educational, and industry opportunities.
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Finding: Vienna has made some progress with staffing and facility repair.

Vienna benefited from gaining staff and some equipment from the southern facility closures of
Tamms Correctional Center and Illinois Youth Center-Murphysboro in 2013. JHA observed that
several former-Tamms staff seemed particularly engaged in and supportive of programmatic
offerings at Vienna and Dixon Springs IIP. Administrators noted the facility still had several
equipment needs that were beyond the facility budget, ranging from dietary equipment, to
maintenance tools, to security cameras.

At the time of the 2014 JHA visit, administrators reported that the facility had about 85% of
allocated positions filled, with most of the vacancies being correctional officers. They stated
having more staff in clinical services since JHA’s prior visit has been particularly helpful,8 as
many programs and groups were only partially active or were inactive in years prior due to
understaffing. The facility is now able to offer 40 hours of various groups per week. Staff were
particularly proud of a recent Veterans Summit. Also, as some of the new clinical staff are
credentialed to provide substance abuse treatment, Vienna’s program is now able to award
participants Earned Good Conduct Credits to shorten their incarceration. Again, sentencing
credits afford the state substantial savings, and can reduce crowding at facilities.

Since JHA’s prior visit, Vienna has also gained financial support for some needed physical plant
renovations. Administrators expected that by 2016, windows and exterior doors of all cell houses
would be replaced, as well as the roof and bathrooms of Building 19. They stated that already
there had been numerous repairs, totaling about $400,000, to internal structures, including water
and sewer lines. Such infrastructure upkeep is crucial to the health and safety of a facility. In
January 2014, Vienna had a power outage that required staff to work round the clock and seek
assistance from an outside energy company to replace necessary parts. Administrators stated that
with more money allocated for repairs, they can fix things at the facility. Since the visit,
administrators report staffing and physical plant improvements have continued.

Quality of life improvements since JHA’s prior report included the addition of phones and large
screen televisions to housing unit dayrooms, as well as weight lifting stations and bean-bag
tosses to provide inmates with activities in patio areas. Wall fans were installed in Building 19.
Additional planned improvements included replacing floor tiles and adding ice machines.

Vienna will be one of the IDOC southern facilities piloting Global Tel*Link (GTL) kiosks,
which are expected to offer inmates services that are currently unavailable, including video
visitation.9 Administrators reported as of April 2015, they were awaiting equipment delivery for
installation. More than three quarters of Vienna’s population are from the northern part of
Illinois.10 Offering visitors an option for video visitation in addition to in-person visits, would

8 At the time of the visit, the facility had nine correctional counselors with assigned inmate caseloads and two
counselors for field services, meaning that counselors carried caseloads of over 150 inmates.
9 See also discussion in IDOC’s October 2014 Advisory Board meeting minutes, p. 2, available at
http://www2.illinois.gov/idoc/aboutus/advisoryboard/Documents/20141020_Meeting_Minutes.pdf.
10 At the time of JHA’s monitoring visit, geographic distribution of the Vienna’s population was 53% from Cook
County, 17% from Central Illinois, 14% from Collar Counties, 10% from Northern Illinois, 4% from Southern
Illinois, and 2% from Metro-East.
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provide opportunities for family contact that are not currently available, given that many
inmates’ homes are more than five hours away. Experienced staff reiterated that the inmates that
get regular visits are less likely to act out.

Recommendation: JHA recommends that staffing, programming and physical plant
improvements at Vienna continue to be supported and enhanced, simultaneously with
efforts to reduce population. Plans for improvements and realistic timelines should be
clearly communicated by administrators and attorneys to inmates.

Finding: Building 19 living conditions remained problematic.

In JHA’s 2011 monitoring report, we noted that crowding at Vienna increased after the
suspension of Meritorious Good Time (MGT), causing a surge of about 300 inmates at Vienna,
which was an increase of about 20% of the population at the time.11

JHA reported that as a result of overcrowding,

administration has no choice but to pack its living quarters and house prisoners in
unsuitable living areas because Vienna has significantly more prisoners than it was
designed to hold. This kind of crowding also stretches vital but limited resources, from
programming to healthcare. These conditions frustrate rehabilitation efforts and create a
dangerous environment for inmates to live and staff to work.

We detailed dilapidated conditions and recommended, As soon as it can feasibly do so, Vienna’s
administration should remove inmates from the second and third floor of Building 19, the
prison’s most decrepit, overcrowded living quarters.

Due to population staying the same, inmates had not been removed from Building 19. However,
administrators had set up a Wardens’ office in Building 19 to be more attuned to issues there.

Some inmates housed in Building 19 are intended to be housed there for brief periods,
temporarily by design. Some inmates housed on the third floor were within 30 days of their
parole date, and most inmates on the second floor were in the two-week orientation status upon
first arriving at the facility prior to assignment to a housing unit. However, there are some cases
when inmates will be in Building 19 for longer, and JHA communicated with one inmate who
was assigned there for almost a year. Administrators stated that longer stays may relate to gang
affiliation, lack of work assignment, or the movement of inmates from housing units during the
window replacement project or other scheduled facility improvements.12

11 Experts have determined that if there were a similar sentencing credit program that gave all inmates just a week of
sentence credit (compared to 60 days under MGT), Illinois’ prison population could be expected to drop by 600.
12 The Frequently Asked Questions section of the Vienna Inmate Orientation Manual (August 2014 revision, at p.
32) states: “Q. Why am I still at Building 19? A. Springfield sets the guidelines that the Assignment Office must
adhere to. In many cases, it could have to do with gang affiliation, whether you are still active or not does not
matter.” Administrators reported that approximately 41% of the Vienna population was designated Security Threat
Group (STG, or gang) affiliated, with the vast majority of the affiliated inmates, 588, reported to be “Other.”
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On the third floor, JHA spoke with inmates on some of the housing wings. Each of the four
wings held bunks for 100 men. Inmates in wings that we were unable to inspect were desperate
for our attention and passed JHA staff notes with enumerated issues that were for the most part
identical to issues reiterated time and again by other Vienna inmates,13 and which are regretfully
common throughout IDOC’s crowded facilities, particularly where inmates are housed in
nonstandard, derelict conditions.

Inmates repeatedly stated that the building was “condemned” and expressed anxiety that they
were being housed there and appeared to believe that no one outside the facility knew of their
living conditions, despite the fact that inmates have been housed in this area for many years and
there being an active lawsuit filed in 2012. Further, many inmates and concerned parties who are
aware of and deeply concerned by the existence of the litigation, do not seem to have a full
understanding of the remedies sought or the reality that any relief in terms of building
rehabilitation will take time to achieve. JHA again recommends both IDOC and plaintiffs’
counsel to make efforts to more clearly communicate with inmates living in these conditions and
their loved ones regarding litigation developments and possible outcomes. During review of a
draft of this report, administrators reported that since the JHA visit, they have been holding call
lines and making an effort to give inmates more information on physical plant projects.

13 Some notes enumerated the following issues: 1. Urine stained mattresses; 2. No cold water for drinking; 3. No ice
unless high temperature outside; 4. Mold everywhere; 5. Bugs in food; 6. Used underwear when lost or stolen; 7.
Rodents everywhere (mice), roaches (personal property); 8. Bad plumbing, sinks, showers, toilets; 9. Not enough
recreation, gym or yard as posted; 10. Broken windows; 11. Heating; 12. Inadequate clothing and shoes; 13.
Constant laundry cancelation; 14. Hot dogs or sausage 50% of all meals; 15. Ceiling damage due to rain; 16. Rusted
bunks, tables, and pipes; 17. Long healthcare wait (dentist, eye doctor, nurses); 18. Bad ventilation; and 19. Spiders
crawling on us while we are awake and sleep.

In reviewing the draft of this report, Vienna administrators detailed some responses that they have taken to such
issues. They stated that currently new mattresses are available for inmates to have old mattresses switched out but
inmates must make the request and have staff examine the mattresses they are trying to replace. Administrators
acknowledged with budget issues the system for changing out clothing has become less frequent. They stated that
procedures for requesting new items are covered in inmate orientation. Since the visit, administrators stated that they
have instituted a more rigorous cleaning schedule so that Building 19 showers, walls, and floors are supposed to be
cleaned daily with weekly shower deep cleaning to address mold. They noted that some of the moisture issues had
been addressed easily and cheaply through cleaning out vents and eliminating condensation water damage issues,
and that the roofing project would soon begin and should address leaks. An additional plumber has been hired since
the time of JHA’s visit, and administrators stated that they have been quicker to address plumbing issues, including
calling in the plumber afterhours. Administrators stated that work orders from Building 19, are continually reviewed
by administrative staff and prioritized. With regard to issue 9 above, and lack of recreation, administrators stated
that they have hired another Leisure Time Services staff person since the time of the JHA visit, and prioritized
staffing for recreation period so that schedules are adhered to. Administrators also anticipated that the window
project, which was nearing completion, would significantly help with buildings retaining heat and stated that now
some of the housing units are having to use fans in the winter because inmates report they are too warm. With regard
to issue 13, laundry cancelation, administrators stated that they had changed the laundry schedule and made sure that
there was coverage for any staff leaves.

Other general complaints heard throughout the facility, included, in addition to medical issues (discussed below),
food quality and deviation from Master Menu (likely due to supply issues), pests, lack of adequate clothing and
hygiene products, and missing property. Dietary quality is also likely negatively affected by the need for improved
dietary equipment where administrators reported that about half of the dietary equipment was inoperable and there
are insufficient functioning fryers, grills, and ovens, making complaint 14 above seem plausible.
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In Building 19, in October 2014, JHA observed: spots on the ceiling (possibly mold); rust
buildup from leaks surrounding pipes and rusty pipes on the ceiling that were covered with large
cloths (apparently to prevent leaking); dust covering vents and on the blades and casing of the
floor fans; dirty overhead florescent light covers; peeling paint on the walls; cracked and broken
window panes and windows patched with paper, towels, and plastic.

Several inmates housed in Building 19 who had served time at other IDOC facilities stated that
Vienna was the worst prison they had been at. Another inmate stated that conditions were worse
than in Detroit homeless shelters. Some inmates stated that the housing wing is typically “a
madhouse,” because the inmates are very loud and rambunctious. Several inmates complained of
fights breaking out due to shortages of resources for the number of men in the area. Some
inmates worried that night shift security sleep during shifts. Other inmates complained that staff
“did not care” or reported difficulty getting staff attention in regard to medical or counselor
issues.14

Inmates almost universally complained that there are vermin (mice, roaches, spiders). JHA
observed sticky mousetraps on the floor between bunk beds, which inmates stated had been
placed there the previous day in anticipation of the JHA visit, while other inmates reported that
they were told to clean up their homemade mouse traps immediately prior to JHA visiting the
area. Inmates showed us plastic-wrapped snack food from their storage boxes that had been
chewed and eaten by mice and marks on their bodies attributed to spider bites, which was a
common complaint.

An inmate who stated that he is an electrician opined that there was no way that Building 19 was
up to electrical code and JHA received reports about an electrical fire. Some inmates reported
that overhead lights break and “explode.” Several inmates stated the radiators do not work or
complained of the cold due to lack of heat and broken windows. With respect to bathrooms,
inmates reported: the plumbing backs up; broken pipes, sinks, showers, and toilets; mold; the
ceiling leaks; brown water; and insufficient fixtures.15 Inmates worried about asbestos.16

Inmates reported that they had filed grievances on various issues.17 No grievance at Vienna had
been found to have merit in the prior two years.18 It is unclear whether prisoners’ grievances
regarding conditions are rejected based on the belief that conditions are adequate, or the belief is

14 One inmate housed on the third floor had an injured ankle, but had not been moved despite the need to go up and
down the stairs. Administrators responded that anyone with crutches or other relevant medical permit would be
moved, but that it was up to the inmate to request medical assistance.
15 77 Ill. Adm. Code 890, Appendix A, Table B, Minimum Number of Plumbing Fixtures, calls for one toilet and
one shower for every eight inmates in penal dormitories, available at
http://www.ilga.gov/commission/jcar/admincode/077/07700890ZZ9996abR.html.
16 Inmates will be moved from the area during some of this work, in part to ensure that they will not be exposed to
materials that may contain asbestos, although administrators stated that there has been no testing to confirm or deny
that asbestos was present.
17 One inmate reported that he was illiterate and could not file a grievance without another inmate’s help. Staff are
supposed to aid inmates with grievances if they need assistance. Other inmates reported staff made threats of
retaliation related to filing grievances and lawsuits.
18 Administrators reported that there were 329 grievances filed from January through August 2014, with zero found
to have merit, and for all of 2013, 384 grievances were filed, again with zero being found to have merit.
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that there is no remedy. Inmates made various suggestions for remedies from requiring more
frequent pest extermination, to moving the inmates to another prison.

Administrators reported that changes since the JHA visit have improved some issues, particularly
the hiring of a plumber and increased cleaning efforts, but that major Building 19 projects are
still forthcoming. During the planned renovations throughout the facility and of Building 19,
inmates will have to be relocated. For Building 19 areas, about 100 inmates at a time must be
relocated as the wings are being rehabbed, either to other housing within Vienna, possibly
including nonstandard housing such as a gym, or to other facilities. Administrators stated that
reducing the headcount of prisoners would obviously help with planned renovations.

Recommendation: JHA recommends that Illinois recommit to housing inmates in safe
facilities, while concentrating on population reduction.

Finding: Vienna still houses inmates in segregation bullpens. Since JHA’s 2014 visit,
administrators report they have decreased the number of inmates held in these areas at a time.

In JHA’s 2011 monitoring report we recommended: Vienna should consider using the
segregation bullpen to house inmates only for short periods of time due to the fact that it is unfit
for long-term living. Vienna inmates do not typically stay for long periods in segregation because
inmates with longer terms of disciplinary segregation are transferred to other higher security
facilities.19 JHA noted that the Vienna Inmate Orientation Manual also discusses alternative
forms of discipline that restrict inmate movement, including Room Restriction and Wing
Restriction. JHA strongly supports use of segregation alternatives, but recommend that facilities
also track and report use of such sanctions.

The segregation areas at Vienna, located in Building 19 on the first and third floors, have both
cells and bullpen areas. JHA observed that the communal segregation bullpen areas were dark
and cramped with up to ten inmates at one time sharing a toilet. As mentioned above,
administrators stated that since JHA’s 2014 visit, they have reduced the number of inmates held
in segregation bullpens to four at a time. During the visit, security staff explained that many
inmates housed in the bullpen likely had transfers pending and were not necessarily housed in
the area due to disciplinary issues.20 Inmates in segregation reported that they just started having
yard time prior to JHA’s visit. JHA noted that like much of the facility, the segregation areas
needed painting and that a toilet in a cell was leaking. Inmates in segregation largely had similar
complaints as inmates in other areas and some were pleased to be leaving Building 19.21

19 Tickets January 2013 through October 2014 included 3,939 Major tickets logged, with 3,644 Guilty findings and
295 Not Guilty/Dismissed 295. Minor tickets (which do not carry segregation time) for the same period were 6,645
logged with 6,321 Guilty, 324 Not Guilty/Dismissed. Some of the reasons inmates interviewed reported they were
housed in segregation included fighting over a phone and being removed from boot camp. Inmates also remarked
that there were many tickets given to inmates in Building 19 regarding improper behavior on movement to and from
the dining hall, which is located a good distance from the building.
20 One inmate stated he was in segregation due to a warrant that had first come up seven months into his
incarceration.
21 For example: the vents not providing adequate heat, mice and insects/cockroaches, and lack of hot water. One
inmate showed JHA marks from what he stated were insect bites or scabies on his arms, which he thought he got
from his mattress. Inmates reported that the shower in the officers’ station made the small unit damp and that the
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Recommendation: JHA again advises that Vienna should cease housing inmates in
segregation bullpens and notes that reducing crowding, and improving physical conditions
and inmate activity, will likely help with the large number of disciplinary issues, which may
be disproportionately attributed to efforts to maintain control of difficult to manage areas.

Finding: At the time of the visit, Vienna’s medical observation room was closed for
renovation, and there were newly constructed mental health crisis cells.

During the JHA’s 2014 monitoring visit to Vienna’s healthcare unit (HCU), which is located on
the first floor of Building 19, the eight-man observation room was not in use due to being retiled.
Inmates who had been housed there were moved to Shawnee’s HCU. Before the renovation,
inmates had complained to JHA regarding the physical conditions of the observation room,
which is not equipped to function as an infirmary.

Medical staff stated there are many inmates in chronic care clinics and administrators reported
that 11% of the population is over 50 years old. At the time of the visit, there were some
backlogs for all categories of healthcare, including mental health, doctor sick call, eye doctor,
and dental care, but nurse sick call was current.

As at all IDOC facilities, inmates complained about having to pay a $5 copay to see medical staff
and stated that this payment discourages them from seeking medical care, as $5 is half of their
monthly state pay.22 Inmates reported long waits for healthcare visits and tests, and that the
quality of healthcare was poor, requiring inmates to seek medical attention multiple times
because the treatments prescribed were ineffective. In particular, inmates noted that it was
difficult to obtain effective treatment for insect bites or skin conditions, but JHA also heard
issues related to chronic care including difficulty with Hepatitis C and HIV treatment. Some
inmates stated that Illinois needs an effective compassionate release system for inmates who are
terminally ill and pose little risk to society. JHA concurs.

Vienna had only one mental health provider for more than 1,600 inmates. JHA again
recommends that more mental health staff be hired.23 At the time of the visit, this mental health
professional’s caseload was 145 inmates, with 61 inmates designated Seriously Mentally Ill
(SMI). IDOC is currently in litigation regarding the provision of mental health care, which
hopefully will result in a comprehensive reassessment of mental health care and staffing levels at

ceiling leaked. One inmate stated he had not been able to shave in almost a month, while another reported that sheets
are not changed every two weeks. In contrast, Vienna’s Orientation Manual states that segregation inmates are
supposed to be offered an opportunity to shower and shave minimally every three days and will be provided with a
weekly exchange of bed linens. These stated practices are fairly generous policies for segregation as compared to
other IDOC segregation units JHA has monitored.
22 Legislated rules regarding correctional copays are at 730 ILCS 5/3-6-2(f). Vienna’s Inmate Orientation Manual at
p. 24 misstates the rule regarding copays, “All nurse sick call requests will require a $5 fee.” Inmates should not be
charged the copay if they are indigent, a status determined by IDOC. “State pay” is the minimum payment each
IDOC inmate receives monthly at parent facilities from IDOC, currently minimally $10; inmates with assignments
may earn more.
23 In 2011, 196 inmates were under psychiatric care (with 152 on psychotropic medications), while there was one
psychologist and eight hours psychiatrist coverage.
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all IDOC facilities.24 Since JHA’s 2014 visit, administrators reported that an additional
psychologist had been hired, more TelePsych time with a psychiatrist was occurring and that the
facility was in the process of hiring third mental health staff person.

In JHA’s 2011 report, we noted that mental health staff remarked on the need for crisis cells at
the facility. During the 2014 visit, JHA saw Vienna’s newly constructed crisis areas and new
crisis smocks, which were not yet in use. Inmates in the transparent crisis cells were covered in
blankets. The crisis cells are located in an area that is behind a door and at a distance from the
HCU and staff noted that it might be good to have cameras in the area for easier monitoring
between mandated rounds.

Recommendation: Healthcare should be audited by an outside entity to ensure appropriate
treatment and JHA again recommends that Illinois reconsider the utility of the legislated
correctional copay.

Finding: Once a model for educational programming, Vienna cannot meet the demand for
introductory mandatory education. Increased resources are needed for educational
programming and the law library.

About half of Vienna’s minimum-security population at any one time is unassigned, meaning
they have no productive work or school activity.25 At the time of JHA’s 2014, visit staff reported
that there were approximately 250 inmates waitlisted for Adult Basic Education (ABE) classes,
while 165 students were enrolled.26 In the prior year, 149 obtained ABE and 61 obtained a GED.

Inmates repeatedly expressed disappointment in the limited availability of educational
programming, from ABE to GED, vocational, and college credit offerings.27 Staff reported that
classroom space is not an issue, as there are four empty classrooms. Although Vienna had gained
some teachers, an administrator rightly pointed out that when the waitlists exceed enrollment and
90% of the inmates are mandatory ABE participants (having scored lower than a sixth grade
level on the Test of Adult Basic Education (TABE)), not filling the demand for teachers was like
throwing money away, because inmates otherwise could be earning sentencing credits for
participating in school.

Vienna’s general library and law library are not physically adjacent to one another, as is common
at most IDOC facilities. Hence, staff must split their time between the two libraries. Vienna also
lacked a paralegal at the time of our visit. JHA observed that the law library needed updating and

24 Rasho v. Walker, et al., 07-CV-1298 (C.D. Ill.). As of April 27, 2015 this case remains in settlement discussions
and a draft consent decree had been filed.
25 The Vienna Inmate Orientation Manual states at p. 32, “There are always approximately 800 offenders unassigned
so be patient and wait your turn.”
26 About 100 inmates partook in GED, with 50 on the waitlist. There were over 100 inmates waitlisted for both
college and vocational offerings. In one year administrators stated that about 2,100 inmates participated in some
educational programming at Vienna, but fewer than half completed these programs. In 2014, administrators reported
that 2,401 new inmates were transferred into Vienna.
27 One inmate stated that although he had been at Vienna for two years and was at another IDOC facility before that,
he still had not had the opportunity to participate in educational programming, and would be unable to do so before
leaving prison because he had too little time left to serve on his sentence.
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lacked access to online legal materials (such as Westlaw), although staff stated legal materials
could also be requested from the head paralegal in Springfield.

JHA was pleased to observe that there were active automotive programs among Vienna’s
vocational offerings. The Lake Land College instructor estimated that there was a wait of eight to
nine months to get into a class, which then takes about eight months to complete. He stated that
the classes are able to keep up with automotive technology as inmates are tested in industry
standards and have use of computers. The instructor also said he knew of at least a dozen former
inmates who had gone on to be employed in the field.

Recommendation: Additional resources should be invested in educational resources in our
prisons to encourage productive skill-building for inmates’ return to free society and
maximize sentence credit opportunities.
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Dixon Springs Impact Incarceration Program

Vital Statistics
Population: 168 (male), 16 (female)
Rated Capacity: 240
Average Age: 23
Population by Race: 63% Black, 27%
White, 10% Hispanic
Committing offense: 49% Class 1, 41%
Class 2, 7% Class 3, and 3% Class 4
felonies.
(Source: IDOC, October 2014)

IDOC photo: Dixon Springs IIP Graduation

Executive Summary

Dixon Springs, the first of IDOC’s boot camps, opened in 1990 and was modeled after a program
in Michigan. It is the only IDOC facility that houses both men and women, though they are kept
apart and mostly programmed and managed separately.28

Illinois sentencing law sets forth eligibility requirements for boot camp. To be eligible for boot
camp, an individual must be 1729 to 35 years old, be sentenced to fewer than eight years,30 have
served no more than one prior sentence in an adult correctional facility and have not previously
been to IDOC boot camp, and be physically and mentally able to participate in the program. In
addition, the sentencing court must specifically recommend boot camp, and the inmate must give
written consent to participate. Individuals with certain felonies are ineligible.31 The law states
that IDOC may also consider whether the inmate has any detainers or warrants, history of
escape, safety and security risk, and space availability. If an inmate is accepted by IDOC for a

28 Administrators stated that the extent of the problems they experienced housing men and women was some
attempted note passing.
29 At the time of the visit, Dixon Springs did not house any 17 year olds. However, Du Quion IIP had two. When
boot camps house 17 year olds they will be given bunks close to the front of housing units. Pursuant to the federal
Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA), inmates under the age of 18 must be housed separately from adult inmates in
jails and prisons, but may be managed together with adult inmates outside of housing units if supervised directly by
staff. See PREA National Standards, 28 C.F.R. §115.14; National PREA Resource Center: Youthful Inmates,
available at http://www.prearesourcecenter.org/faq/youthful-inmates. JHA continues to advocate that Illinois keep
17 year olds out of IDOC, in part because they cannot be accommodated in compliance with PREA.
30 At the time of JHA’s visit boot campers’ time left to serve, not accounting for successful completion of boot
camp, was 13% under a year, 52% under two years, and 35% under five years.
31 See 730 ILCS 5/5-8-1.1, Impact incarceration. Excluded felonies include prior convictions and prohibits
participation for all inmates with convictions for Class X, murder, armed violence, aggravated kidnapping, criminal
sexual assault, aggravated criminal sexual abuse, more than one criminal sexual abuse, and arson.
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boot camp program and successfully completes it, in 120 to 180 days,32 IDOC will discharge him
at that time to serve his Mandatory Supervised Release (MSR) or parole time, instead of
continuing his incarceration. Hence, an inmate may be given a sentence of up to eight years, but
if he is recommended by the judge for boot camp, meets all other eligibility requirements, is
accepted to boot camp, and successfully completes the program, he can be discharged after four
months of boot camp.

The boot camp program is strict, militaristic, physically demanding, and rigidly structured. As
one sign at the facility states, “The only easy day was yesterday.” Administrators stated one goal
of the program is to “minimize down time.” There are rules prohibiting talking during most
activities, very limited personal property is allowed, and several pages of the orientation manual
are dedicated to explaining how to fold and position items in property boxes. Boot campers must
stand at attention and respond “Yes, Ma’am!,” or “No, Sir!” when addressed by staff or official
visitors. Nonetheless, boot campers that we interviewed at Dixon Springs were generally positive
about their experience, while acknowledging that the program is “tough.”

JHA was impressed by many aspects of Dixon Springs, including administrators’ emphasis on
providing programming and teaching employable skills to reduce recidivism. Literature for the
program states that boot camp “provides a structured, specialized environment that helps
participants develop self-esteem, responsibility and positive self-concept while working to
address the underlying issues that often lead to criminal behavior and substance abuse
problems.” Several staff stated that boot camp is the best programming available in IDOC and
stressed that it is the best deal the department has to offer in terms of sentencing credit or “good
time.” As more low-level offenders are effectively deferred through community programs to
reduce prison population, Illinois should consider expanding boot camp eligibility.

Finding: Dixon Springs reported lower recidivism rates than departmental averages.

Dixon Springs administrators stated that the recidivism rate for boot camp inmates is 15% lower
than for IDOC inmates generally, which is currently approximately 45%.33 However, it is
difficult to gauge the significance of this report. On the one hand, while this would mean one out
of three boot campers still returns to prison within three years of release, the population at boot
camp is younger than IDOC’s overall population, and younger inmates typically reoffend at a
higher rate. On the other hand, inmates who are screened and meet the criteria for boot camp
already present a lower risk for reoffending. As JHA has pointed out in other reports, research
suggests that limited correctional agency resources are in fact better allocated to higher risk
offenders.34 Front end diversion, sentencing credits, and electronic detention may be more
appropriate incentives for low-level, low-risk offenders, who do not show as great a benefit, and

32 The minimum time required for successful completion of the program is 120 days, but this may be extended to
180 days time is added due to demerits. Inmates may have up to three excused days (for medical reasons or court)
before their required boot camp participation days are extended.
33 IDOC measures recidivism by returns to prison three years subsequent to release. An IDOC educational pamphlet
states “A review of the last four study periods shows that an offender is 7.5% less likely to commit a new criminal
offense than that of traditional inmates.”
34 See e.g., the federal National Institute of Corrections’ (NIC) eight principles of effective intervention, available at,
http://nicic.gov/theprinciplesofeffectiveinterventions.
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even may display a detriment, from intensive programming.35 The recidivism results reported by
Dixon Springs and IDOC boot camp programs generally should be further investigated and
independently verified, ensuring that any benefits can be attributed to the programming and not
the class of inmate enrolled.36

Recommendation: As with all IDOC programs, outcomes for boot camp programs should
be objectively evaluated so that Illinois can rationally decide where to invest resources to
maximize returns on investments.

Finding: Dixon Springs demonstrates the productivity of smaller facilities, with better staff to
inmate ratios, and emphasis on activity.

Dixon Springs administrators described staff as being “responsible for the troops” in each
housing unit, and some staff spoke of these assigned inmates being in their “care.” This sense of
stewardship is highly unusual within adult corrections in Illinois. Many staff saw the program as
rehabilitative and several spoke of instilling a sense of pride in program participants.
Administrators stated that staff/inmate relationships at the boot camp are different than
traditional correctional officer/inmate relationship. In particular, staff who work with female
inmates get to know the women much better than within other IDOC female facilities, given that
there are typically only about 20 female boot campers. One staff member stated that because of
these relationships, she can see if there is a problem just by how the women act when they get
out of bed. These types of relationships and insights can be extremely helpful to correctional
facility management.

Work Assignments

Boot campers are assigned to traditional facility jobs, such as working in the dietary unit, as well
as working on grounds crews that provide services, such as parkland maintenance and clean up
for the Illinois Department of Transportation in the community. These inmates have aided in
disaster relief efforts, and over the past few years have assisted communities in dealing with the
aftermath of ice storms, hurricanes, tornados, and flooding. Inmates also performed maintenance
tasks at area schools during the summer months and made improvements on city property.

Administrators noted a need for more vans to take boot camp work crews to worksites, as there is
demand but no way to get boot campers to off-ground locations. With the exception of disaster
relief, boot camp work sites are limited to a 60-mile radius of the facility. At the time of the visit,
administrators reported Dixon Springs had 42 approved off-grounds work sites and could run six
work crews at once. Administrators stated that given resources, they would do more because the

35 See e.g. Christopher T. Lowencamp, Paula Smith, and Kristen Bechtel, Reducing the Harm: Identifying
Appropriate Programming for Low-Risk Offender, Corrections Today, (12/1/07), available at:
https://www.aca.org/publications/pdf/Lowenkamp.pdf.
36 This reported lower recidivism rate is also comparable to lower recidivism rates that have been reported and
independently verified at IDOC’s substance abuse treatment facilities; interestingly, all Dixon Springs boot campers
receive substance abuse services. See David E. Olson and Jennifer Rozhon. A Process and Impact Evaluation of the
Sheridan Correctional Center Therapeutic Community Program During Fiscal Years 2004 through 2010. (January
2011), available at
http://www.icjia.state.il.us/public/pdf/ResearchReports/Sheridan_6_year_eval_report_01_2011.pdf.
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community need exists. Boot camp administrators have been successful in actively engaging
community partnerships as this labor represents Illinois taxpayer savings.

Boot camp inmates do not receive any monetary compensation for labor.37 Boot campers receive
a $3 canteen credit weekly that they can use to buy personal hygiene products, snacks, writing
supplies, and underclothing.

At Vienna, an Illinois Correctional Industry (ICI) recycling center program is staffed by male
Dixon Springs’ boot campers, who work 10 at a time, six hours a day, three days a week.
Administrators stated that this work gives inmates work experience and “a trade,” when they get
out. IDOC has adopted several recycling programs as part of a “Go Green” campaign, as
recycling is not widely available to communities in Southern Illinois. These programs are able to
save money on waste disposal costs as well as earn money through the sale of processed
recyclables.

Recycled paper is used for mulch in Dixon Springs’ five acre garden plot, which is maintained
by female boot campers. The garden is funded through IDOC’s Go Green initiative and
donations. A local church recently bought a tiller for the program. The size of the garden has
doubled over the past year due to staff and donor dedication to this initiative. Produce from the
garden is used in the dietary unit at Dixon Springs and other area IDOC facilities, and is donated
to area food pantries, senior citizens, homeless shelters, and school district lunch programs.
Flowers are also donated to the community to be planted in veterans’ homes and public spaces.
JHA was provided with several news articles and copies of thank you letters that acknowledged
the value of the garden program and other boot camp services to the community.38

Substance Abuse Programming

An independent contractor, the Wells Center, provides Dixon Springs’ inmates with substance
abuse programs. Every boot camp inmate participates in a two-week drug education program and
assessment. Staff reported that 90% of the boot campers go on to participate in the 15-week
treatment program. Wells Center may also provide referrals to treatment providers in parole
areas for inmates after release. At the time of the visit, there was one Wells Center staff vacancy.
Several inmates stated they benefitted from the drug treatment component of the boot camp
program.

37 JHA noted similarities between the boot camp and Adult Transition Centers (ATCs or work release centers).
However, a major difference is that boot campers are not financially compensated for their work in communities.
While inmates can go directly from intake to boot camp, a perk not available for ATCs, both types of facilities, due
to their smaller size, are able to emphasize skill building (including education and vocational programming),
substance abuse treatment, community service, and positive staff/inmate interactions in recognition that inmates are
returning citizens. Both types of facilities also report better recidivism results than IDOC generally.
38 See e.g., IDOC Garden Program Expands to Reach More People (7/18/14), available at
http://www.wsiltv.com/news/local/Impact-Incarcer-267714601.html. Dixon Springs has historically received media
attention. The 1997 film First Time Felon starring Omar Epps is based on a story of a boot camper. Administrators
stated that recently a German film crew had been working on a documentary about a young Olympic athlete who
was in the program, but who did not make it through, resulting in the re-instatement of his full sentence. The now
19-year-old is currently serving his sentence at a medium-security facility.
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Education

Dixon Springs, like all other IDOC facilities, had disproportionate and prohibitive educational
waitlists of about 20-25 inmates waitlisted per class at the time of the visit. The ABE class had
15 students and the GED class had 25 students.39 The educational class for female boot campers
combines ABE and GED instruction.

The only college credit available at boot camp is Career Technologies (Tech),40 which is limited
to 15 students at a time. Inmates must have a sufficiently high TABE score (6.0) to take the
course, but are not required to have a high school diploma or GED.41 Male and female Career
Tech classes are offered proportionately, meaning that only about two 120-hour sessions are
offered for women annually. During JHA’s visit, several female boot campers expressed
disappointment that there were not educational opportunities for them if they had a high school
diploma or GED, as the Career Tech was not being offered to females at the time. Dixon Springs
reported a 99% completion rate for Career Tech participants, with about 133 annual completers.

Recommendation: Emphasis on community service and educational skill building should
continue to be supported and expanded.

Finding: JHA is continues to receive reports regarding delays for boot camp placement.

Much of the frustration voiced by inmates at Dixon Springs and elsewhere relating to boot camp,
concerned wait times for transfer to boot camp from intake centers.42 Numerous inmates reported
waiting over a month in reception centers. JHA continues to hear mixed reports about whether
inmates are informed by courts that they may have to wait at reception centers for boot camp
placement.43 Such waits can relate to lack of available bedspace, delays in medical clearances, or
active holds for open legal issues needing resolution.44 In April 2015, administrators reported
that there are currently only a few inmates approved for transfer waiting for an open space boot
camp; however they noted that this number fluctuates depending on judicial recommendations
and factors in the intake screening process.

39 Administrators stated that with the switch to computerized GED testing, the class can have 22 students at a time.
40 This course covers: employment searching and networking, resume and cover letter production, job applications,
governmental incentives for hiring ex-offenders, interviewing, education-to-careers, student financial aid,
apprenticeships, word processing, person financial management, aptitude testing, as well as computerized
individualized assessment and instruction in math, writing, and reading comprehension. JHA was impressed by the
persuasive model cover letter we shown, as well as examples of improvements from inmates’ pre to post instruction
math test results.
41 The instructor reported that historically all inmates who have taken the GED test at Dixon Springs after
completing Career Tech have passed.
42 Administrators stated that in the past boot camp inmates would be housed at Vienna prior to being moved to boot
camp but now inmates should go straight from intake to boot camp.
43 Administrators at Stateville Northern Reception and Classification Center (NRC), where the majority of male
intake occurs, reported to JHA in March 2014 that both the number of inmates waiting for space in boot camp and
the length of time they spent waiting for transfer had significantly improved since 2012. See JHA’s 2014 and 2013
NRC monitoring reports available at www.thejha.org/nrc.
44 To expand IDOC eligibility, and not have inmates removed from boot camp programs unnecessarily, Dixon
Springs administrators reported that IDOC officials had reinterpreted a departmental rule to work out a way for boot
camps to accept and retain inmates who have open warrants for minor issues.
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Medical clearance for boot camp intake is more rigorous than regular IDOC medical screening
prior to transfer to a parent facility. This is due to the fact that the boot camp program is
physically demanding and there is limited onsite healthcare.45 As stated in prior JHA reports,
ideally counties would screen inmates recommended by judges for boot camp and IDOC would
be able to rely on the county’s assessment. Again, we advocate for increased governmental
healthcare data sharing.

IDOC boot camps do not accept inmates who are currently on psychotropic medications or
anyone who has been on them in the prior six months. JHA finds such blanket requirements
regarding mental health medications overly restrictive and dangerous due to creating a reverse
incentive, in that inmates who are stable on medications may forego them in order to get into a
more advantageous IDOC program.

At the time of the JHA visit, there were only 16 females at boot camp, although there reportedly
was space for 50 in the program. Several female boot campers reported they had had to wait in a
gym for boot camp, not medical clearance. Medical clearance may take longer for women,
particularly when reception center is understaffed. Women expressed frustration and bitterness
because they were told that there was no space for them at Dixon Springs while they waited at
the reception center but when they arrived they saw that there was “tons of space.”
Administrators at Logan Correctional Center, where female IDOC intake is conducted, expressed
that more female inmates could be given an option for boot camp and that perhaps judges were
not as aware of this possibility.46

Another common issue that delays transfers to boot camp arises when an inmate has a juvenile
hold after he is recommended by an adult court for boot camp. A juvenile hold will occur when
the inmate is on juvenile parole, which extends until the individual turns 21. This hold must be
processed through the Illinois Department of Juvenile Justice (IDJJ) and either be discharged by
the juvenile court, or by IDJJ once the juvenile court’s allotted response time lapses, prior to the
inmate being sent to boot camp. One inmate who had a juvenile hold reported waiting five
months at intake prior to transferring to boot camp. Five months is longer than the time required
to complete boot camp.47 JHA advocated for improvements to expedite discharge of juvenile

45 Dixon Springs has one nurse who provides medical orientation to new arrivals, and conducts sick calls and
chronic care clinics (such as diabetes). The medical orientation covers how to request sick call and notes common
issues, for example, it is common for boot campers to have swollen feet from being on them all day. Other medical
services are not available at boot camps. Hence there is need for rigorous healthcare screening. However, some
medical delays seem extremely counterproductive, for example, during the Dixon Springs visit, JHA interviewed
one inmate who reported that he was delayed three months at reception trying to get contacts.
46 Dixon Springs’ administrators had been doing some judicial education regarding the IDOC boot camp programs.
A pamphlet used for these efforts highlights “Developing Self-Esteem & Positive Self-Concept,” “Making a
Difference in the Community,” and “Education and Training.” IDOC officials were not able to easily calculate how
many inmates would meet all of the boot camp eligibility requirements absent the necessary judicial
recommendation to participate. This number could support the suggestion that significantly more inmates could be
recommended to participate. However, it seems probable that more women would be eligible.
47 Also given that an inmate may be sentenced to a year at 50%, and be eligible to earn other sentence credits, there
may be situations where boot camp does not represent a better sentencing deal for inmates, once the wait time at
reception centers is calculated (e.g. hypothetically this individual would serve nine months instead of a maximum of
six months on a year sentence). There should be checks in place to ensure that Illinois and individual inmates are
maximizing the opportunities to reduce incarceration terms.
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holds to permit inmates to transfer more quickly. We have seen some improvements, though the
system appears to remain dependent on the speed of bureaucracy and dedication or experience of
staff assigned to the task at both the reception centers and in IDJJ.

Delays in transferring inmates to boot camp can result in behavioral issues, including fights and
tickets. While inmates are waiting to transfer to boot camp, they are often housed in
uncomfortable, crowded, isolated, and tense housing situations (including gyms), which can
heighten inmate aggression and frustration. When inmates lose their eligibility to participate in
boot camp they also lose eligibility for Supplemental Sentencing Credit (SSC). Again, JHA
advocates for improvements in this process, including increased communication with inmates
regarding waits at reception centers. This could help to alleviate some tension and ensure
sentence credit and rehabilitation potential is maximized.

Recommendation: Many of these delays are improvable; IDOC should take steps so that
boot camp programs and related sentencing benefits are maximally utilized.

Finding: While boot campers are generally positive about the overall opportunity, some
struggle with the program.

Inmates interviewed by JHA at boot camp had favorable things to say about the program,
although most said it was difficult. Many inmates acknowledged that boot camp is better than the
alternative (longer terms in prison), and several stated they were happy that they would be back
with their children sooner. There are reminders of the alternative to boot camp throughout Dixon
Springs, such as a sign at the entrance of the dining hall that depicts a cell block and states,
“Would you rather be here?”

Boot campers generally appreciated the programming offered, though some (particularly
females) were upset by waits for educational programming. Others recommended expanding
programming to include classes related to parenting and domestic violence. We heard particular
praise for substance abuse and educational classes, as well as the garden program for women.

Several boot campers spoke about the mental discipline and toughness required by the program
and the epiphany of finding these qualities within themselves. As one woman put it, the program
helps boot campers find “strength you didn’t know you had.” An administrator explained that
boot camp teaches participants how to deal with issues in their mind rather than physically
reacting, as many were apt to do in the past. Provocative behavior of staff, in traditional drill
sergeant fashion of yelling and invading personal space, referred to by some as “shock and awe”
tactics, can be a test of this restraint. One female inmate expressed that she has learned to control
her anger through the program.

Some inmates reported that some staff were unnecessarily verbally abusive, and focused too
much effort on “breaking down” inmates, and not enough effort on building inmates back up. As
one inmate explained, “in this environment, an occasional compliment or thank you [from staff]
would go a long way.”
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However, other boot campers stated that boot camp staff care, “want you to do good,” are “fair”
or “respectful.” One shared that the program establishes “a healthy respect for authority.”
Another reported that he was happy to be healthier, mentally and physically. JHA interviewed a
boot camper who had lost a significant amount of weight, about 100 pounds. Some inmates felt
that staff is harder on some boot campers than they should be. Some inmates complained that
one person’s misbehavior would get everyone in trouble. Others stated that medical issues are
not taken as seriously as they thought they should be. For example, some expressed that inmates
are “PT’d,” or given alternative physical training sanctions, more than needed.

JHA appreciated that Dixon Springs’ Orientation Manual sets out clear limits on physical
activities and exercises, and defines progressive disciplinary sanctions. Boot campers should
report any deviation from these guidelines. JHA has received a few allegations regarding staff
inappropriately putting hands on inmates. These particular instances were discussed with boot
camp administration and it should be noted that IDOC investigates such allegations.

Administrators stated that boot camp “quitters” are given three days to reconsider whether they
want to drop out of boot camp, during which the inmate is counseled by boot camp staff and
parents or family may be called to encourage completion. A young boot camper stated she had
wanted to quit, but changed her mind after speaking with her parents, who are caring for her
four-year-old son. If she had quit, she would be serving up to a four-year sentence.

Administrators stressed to JHA that it is not easy to get kicked out of boot camp. They stated that
inmates may get 70+ minor infractions before they are returned to a prison, and may undergo six
program reviews. Senior staff will attempt to work out issues with inmates when they notice a
problem. Some boot campers had the impression that it was common for people not to complete
the program.48 Administrators reported a graduation rate of about 75%.49 Graduation ceremonies
are conducted on weekends and there was a newly constructed, beautifully landscaped platform
for this purpose that conveyed the facility’s pride in inmates’ successful completion.

JHA has periodically heard from inmates who were kicked out of boot camp programs, and we
sometimes see these individuals in segregation units at other facilities after major disciplinary
issues. Almost universally these inmates want to get back into the program, despite issues they
encountered. Given the tremendous sentencing benefit of successful completion, this is not
surprising. There are also significant programming differences between boot camp and other
IDOC environs that individuals may be transferred to if they do not successfully complete the
program.

Recommendation: Boot campers must be given appropriate support to complete the
difficult program. We encourage IDOC to conduct exit interviews to collect information to
ensure that program withdrawal is not due to something that the Department could
reasonably be expected to improve upon, to maximize the benefit of the program.

48 One stated that of the group he started with more than half did not make it (of 11, two graduated, three remained
at the camp, and six were kicked out).
49 Materials provided by administrators for the year prior to JHA’s visit, show that 338 male and 56 female boot
campers graduated, 90 male and seven female voluntary terminations, and 47 male and one female other
terminations, which approximates to about 71% completion for men and 87% for women. Staff noted that when boot
campers have to terminate for medical or mental health reasons they will remain eligible for SSC.
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Finding: Dixon Springs has benefited from recent physical plant repairs but still requires
additional improvements, including increased staffing.

Dixon Springs had undergone substantial recent physical plant renovations including renovation
of an entire male housing unit, reroofing the administrative building and dietary area, and
replacing laundry equipment. During the housing unit repair, inmates were temporarily housed in
the gym and dining area. Phones were added to these areas. All inmates were moved back into
dorms by the time of the JHA visit. Boot campers may make 10 minute calls on the weekends
after 30 days in the program, and visits from immediate family are allowed after 60 days.50 The
boot camp gym is typically used for programming.

Dixon Springs was reliant on maintenance workers coming from Vienna for repair work, and
administrators stated that an onsite maintenance staff person was needed at the boot camp. JHA
noted that the housing units were clean and orderly. Some blankets appeared worn, as did some
of the boot campers’ clothing. Equipment requests at the time of the visit, in addition to vehicles,
included: air conditioners, staff office chairs, phone system upgrade, blinds, radio equipment, fax
line, some door replacements, kitchen equipment, and insect lights. Since the JHA visit,
administrators reported an additional maintenance staff person has been hired, facilitating work
at the boot camp.

At the time of the visit, the Superintendent covered both boot camps and frequently traveled over
an hour between them. Since the visit, another Superintendent has been hired so that there is
coverage at both camps. Additionally, at the time of the visit, the facility’s one counselor was
planning to retire, and the facility was attempting to fill another position in addition to this
anticipated vacancy. As of April 2015, administrators stated that Dixon Springs had two
counselors. Clinical staff/counselors are important for helping inmates with reentry planning.
Although most boot campers come in with acceptable parole placements, sometimes placement
arrangements come down to the wire. Field services for parole placement of boot campers can be
a particular challenge. As these inmates are only in IDOC custody for a short time, boot camp
staff must begin working on parole placements “from day one.” Boot campers have limited
communication with family and friends and it can be difficult for them to ensure that they have
somewhere to go upon release without staff assistance. In another effort to improve boot camp
outcomes, administrators stated that inmates who do well at boot camp are now less likely to be
given electronic monitoring (EM) as a condition of parole than in the past, in recognition that
this can make finding approved placements and complying with other parole conditions more
difficult.

Recommendation: There are no quick fixes for long neglected physical repairs and
immediate hiring needs. We continue to recommend Illinois use proactive planning to
avoid continually operating our prisons in crisis mode.

###

50 At the time of JHA’s monitoring visit, geographic distribution of the boot campers was 45% from Cook County,
11% from Collar Counties, 26% from Central Illinois, 9% from Northern Illinois, 6% from Metro-East, and 3%
from Southern Illinois.
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This report was written by Gwyneth Troyer, Director of JHA’s Prison Monitoring Project.
Gwyn can be reached at (312) 291-9241 or gtroyer@thejha.org.

Contributors to this report include: JHA Interim Executive Director Jennifer Vollen Katz,
staff members Maya Szilak and Phillip Whittington, and citizen volunteers.

Inmates may send privileged mail to JHA, P.O. Box 10042, Chicago, IL 60610-0042.

Since 1901, JHA has provided public oversight of Illinois’ juvenile and adult correctional
facilities. Every year, JHA staff and trained volunteers inspect prisons, jails and detention centers
throughout the state. Based on these inspections, JHA regularly issues reports that are
instrumental in improving prison conditions.

JHA’s work on healthcare in IDOC is made possible through a generous grant
by the Michael Reese Health Trust.


